No part of the candidate evidence in this exemplar material
may be presented in an external assessment for the purpose
of gaining credits towards an NCEA qualification.
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M5

This candidate showed a consistent understanding of management practice
for lamb / sheep farming. The candidate described a method of docking and
the use of ear-tagging. The candidate gained an M5 through their explanation
of why docking is carried out, and their response to choosing “easy care” rams
as a way of producing the best outcome for a sheep farmer. For the candidate
to receive an M6, they could have included another justification of why rams
were a better option than ewes.

M5

The responses in this section were enough to gain an M5, because there were
some explanations rather than just descriptions. The candidate explained one
of the steps taken when drenching, and if they had explained the other steps
to this level they could have received an M6. The candidate also gave an
explanation for how drenching improves production. The candidate also gave
a justification why they selected tail paint over bulling. Further justifications
could have also gained the candidate an M6 or higher.

M5

The candidate showed an M5 level of understanding through their explanation
of why pigs need to be kept in specific conditions so that disease won’t rapidly
spread, and why pigs’ food requirements differ during pregnancy and lactation.
The candidate could have gained M6 had they explained the pig’s digestive
system rather than just describing it.
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A4

The candidate’s responses to this question were not at an M5 level. The
candidate showed understanding of management practices carried out when
farming lambs / sheep through their description of a method used when
docking, and why the process of ear-tagging is carried out. The candidate
could have gained an A4 or higher had they explained why docking is carried
out, and / or justified their choice of using “easy care” rams over easy care use
when producing offspring with a desired genetic trait.

M5

The candidate showed understanding at an M5 level, through their
explanations of actions taking during the drenching process and the reasons
behind them, such as the checking and cleaning of equipment to ensure an
accurate dose. The candidate demonstrated understanding in part (c), with
descriptions of the advantages of tail paint and disadvantages of bulling. To
gain an M6 or higher, the candidate needed to deepen the explanation of
these responses and compare the two options further in order to justify their
choice.

M6

The candidate gained an M6 in this question through their explanation of the
vaccination process and their understanding of feed requirements for pigs
during pregnancy and lactation. To gain an E7, the candidate could have
included a description of the digestive system of pigs and explained how this
relates to the nutritional needs of the pig.

